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Effect of cryogenic treatment on microstructure and properties of D2 tool steel.
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Abstract

Intentional treatment of tool steels at cryogenic temperature has been reported to improve the mechanical properties, among which the resistance to wear. The mechanisms responsible for this improvement remain unexplained, despite various hypotheses. Literature data for D2 tool steel is extensive, wherefore this steel is the most promising candidate for additional investigation. In the present work, D2 steel was subjected to various austenitization treatments, followed by various cryogenic treatments and tempering treatments. The material’s microstructure evolution and properties were investigated with synchrotron X-Ray Diffraction, scanning electron microscopy, vibrating sample magnetometry, hardness measurement and tribology tests. Data allows for a comparison to existing theories and to identify their shortcomings.

Austenitization treatments were performed at 990°C for 30 or 60 minutes and at 1030°C for 30 minutes. Cryogenic treatment consisted of: (1) immersion in boiling nitrogen followed by re-warming in water; (2) immersion in boiling nitrogen followed by storage in boiling nitrogen for 29 hours or 72 hours prior to re-warming in water; (3) cooling to boiling nitrogen temperature at a rate of 0.25°C.s\(^{-1}\) followed by re-warming to room temperature at the same rate, interrupted by storage of the material 24 h at various temperatures in the range from -193°C to -33°C. Tempering consisted of: (a) two cycles at 250°C for 2h; (b) two cycle at 600°C for 2h; (c) continuous heating to 677°C at a rate of 0.1C.s\(^{-1}\). In-situ Synchrotron X-Ray Diffraction analysis was applied to evaluate the evolution of the microstructure during tempering. Scanning electron microscopy was used to obtain information on the carbide populations and, more generally, on the microstructure of the material versus treatment conditions. In-situ magnetometry was applied to follow the austenite-to-martensite transformation as well as the evolution of magnetic hardness during cryogenic treatment. Finally, hardness and tribology tests were used to obtain an indication of the material’s properties and performance for the treatment conditions.

Data showed that a certain fraction of retained austenite was always present in the material prior to tempering, independent of the austenitization conditions and cryogenic treatment applied. Cryogenic treatment reduced the fraction of retained austenite in the material. The austenite-to-martensite transformation during cryogenic treatment (BNT) was found to be partially athermal, partially time dependent. A cryogenic cycle including prolonged storage at boiling nitrogen temperature reduced the fraction of retained austenite in the material, even though isothermal transformation at BTN was negligible. The isothermal martensite formation was accompanied by magnetic softening, which can be interpreted in terms of rejection of C from solid solution in martensite, supporting previous claims in the literature. Immersion in boiling nitrogen followed by immediate re-warming in water was sufficient to modify the response reaction of the material to tempering as well as its resistance to wear after tempering.